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SIGHTING REPORT

May 5, 2020; Tucson, Arizona, only a few miles from Davis-Monthan Air Force Base
Around 8:00 pm local time a man and his son were stargazing and were using a telescope. They both noticed a small
object closer to the Catalina Mountains that was    zigzagging and angled up towards the sky and then angled down. It
was a boomerang shape. They could not track it with the telescope but the elder did with his cell phone. The craft was
illuminated white when photographed and seemed to be glowing. The boomerang shape was even noticeable from the
naked eye. The prime witness has photos that clearly show the craft. Observed over a 15 minute period. (NUFORC)

Preliminary Analysis:
If the images clearly show a boomerang-shaped craft, then the object should have produced a sound at that range. The
zig-zagging maneuvers are symptomatic of UAP activity

The intel summary from NUFORC shows  an interesting but not compelling relationship with a MADAR anomaly. However
the time variation is almost two hours. 
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Then we both no�ced a small object zigzagging angled up towards the sky
and then down.

There are two other MADAR nodes in Arizona, nodes 53 at Star Valley and node 74 at Show Low. These nodes had no
alerts but could have field numbers short of trigger that might be of interest. This is pending.

Google Maps shows the location of node 96 in relation to Phoenix

The distance is a little over 100 miles but the time difference almost two hours. This is then just recorded for the record.
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http://www.nuforc.org/webreports/156/S156597.html
http://www.nuforc.org/webreports/156/S156863.html

